Binate groups are acyclic groups having no subgroups of finite index, and all finitely generated residually finite normal subgroups are central. Using homological arguments, we show that there are no non-trivial finite-dimensional unitary representations.
Introduction
The catalogue of acyclic groups has grown greatly in recent years. It now includes examples from combinatorial group theory [l, 6, 151 , geometry [13, 18, 211 , topology [ll, 17, 221 and algebraic K-theory [2, 231, as well as various other branches of mathematics [14] . These groups are acyclic in that they have vanishing homology in positive dimensions with trivial coefficients. At the heart of the proof of acyclicity in most of these examples is the presence of a binate group, as surveyed in [3] .
Recall from, for example, [7] , that binate groups are groups G with the property that for each finitely generated (necessarily proper) subgroup H of G there is a homomorphism q : H + G and structure element t E G -H such that for all h E H, h = Ctt dh)l (where [x, y] denotes xyx-'y-l). Since the subgroup generated by H, q(H) and t is in turn finitely generated, this allows one to iterate, leading to a binate tower of finitely generated subgroups H = H, I HI I ... . Obviously such a group G is then perfect; it can further be shown to be acyclic [3] . From the homomorphism property of q. it is easily seen that the subgroups H, and pnH,, of H,+ 1 must commute. In particular, if one starts with the trivial group and proceeds by taking H,, 1 = gp(H, x H,, t,,) with q,,(h) = (1, h) for h E H, for each n 2 0 in turn, then one obtains the universal binate group a(l) with H, = a(l),. The group @(1)2 is of special interest, having previously been studied in [lo] and [12] . It plays a key role in the present work.
In this article we present three approaches (in chronological order) to the study of linear representations of binate groups. While it is the third approach that is ultimately successful in demonstrating the triviality of all finite-dimensional representations, the first two treatments are felt to be of interest in their own right, and indeed have useful related consequences.
In particular, the results of Section 1 are applied in
[IS] to study representations of the acyclic, but non-binate, groups of [14] . The present work was motivated by the general results of [4] on nonlinearity of acyclic groups with torsion. Then arguments of Formanek and Procesi [12] suggested that nonlinearity might also be deducible from binate structure. Thus the first approach below begins by generalizing their technique. Proof. Let ti be the ith structure element. Then
because k < /.
0
For the next result it is convenient to employ the convention that any II E N is relatively prime to 0. Note that in (a) below, the case R = C is also an immediate consequence of [4] . Proof. (a) We may assume that A is algebraically closed. Suppose xr = 1. Then the minimum polynomial of p(x) divides 2" -1. Since r and char A are coprime, so are 1' -1 and its derivative rl'-', whence 2 -1 has no repeated roots. So, since A is algebraically closed, the minimum polynomial splits as a product of distinct linear factors, making p(x) diagonalizable.
Similarly, since each qi(x) has the same order as Other general results on the structure of perfect groups having no subgroups of finite index, from [4] , also apply here.
Crystallographic groups
This approach is prompted by the key result of [7] that each cyclic subgroup of a binate group G serves as t,!~%!(l)~ for some binate-structure-preserving homomorphism $ from the universal binate group e(l) to G. Thus homomorphisms with domain G may be studied by examining those with domain Q(1). For any group G with finitely generated homology groups and only finitely many nontrivial integral homology groups, define z(G) = c( -l)"rk,H,(G;Z). 
Proof. (a) Recall from [7, (6.7)] that the Poincare series P,(Gi) for Gi satisfies the recurrence relation
Pr(Gi+ I) = Pt(GJ(f't(GJ -1) + 1 + t for i 2 0, with P,(G,) = P,(l) = 1. Thus for all i > 1, 1 + t is a factor of P,(Gi), SO shows that G2 is a duality group of dimension 2 over Z whose dualizing module H2(G2; ZG2) has free abelian subgroup H'(C; ZC)ozc HG2 of infinite rank. Hence G2 is not a Poincare duality group. R Proposition 2.2. e(l)* has no nonabelian quotient which is a crystallographic group.
Proof. Let r be a nontrivial crystallographic group, of dimension r say, which is the image of 9(l), under a homomorphism rr with kernel N. There is then a Let tl denote the structure element of %(1)2, so that x"' = [tl, ql(x")].
Since it commutes with Q(x~)~, pql(x"), acts on the eigenspace I' of 2 under p(x"),. From the equation P(r1)P~,l(x"),P(tJ' = &V,,(x"), we see that 2,~ is an eigenvalue of ~qr(x")~ whenever p is. Thus pqr(~"')~ has distinct eigenvalues, ,u, ,& A2p, , Ip'-'p, which forces pr I n, as required. 0
The desired result is now at hand. 
